# FALL BUCKET LIST
CHEAP, EASY, AND FUN IDEAS

- Give a pumpkin a bath
- Make bread in a bag
- Play hide & seek with flashlights
- Build a fall-themed sensory bin (pumpkin guts, corn, or orange rice)
- Go on a nature walk (collect fall treasures)
- Drive to a construction site, have a car picnic, & watch
- Paint rocks for neighbors
- Make homemade play dough
- Have a pajama party
- Do a glow stick bath
- Bake cookies for friends
- Make nature rubbings
- Make fall holiday cards to mail to friends & family
- Decorate the window with kid-made pumpkin art
- Paint leaves, sticks, & pinecones (make a collage)
- Have an indoor picnic on a stormy day
- Visit a farm
- Visit the library
- Use pillows and blankets to build a cozy reading nest
- Practice cutting & gluing with leaves
- Make a bird feeder
- Make a giant, epic fort
- Paint a pumpkin with washable paint
- Host a before-Halloween costume party